Seeking the Sources of Heart of Darkness: the African Narratives of late-Victorian Explorers and Journalists Andrew Griffiths 1 Interpretations of Heart of Darkness have presented the text as a racist outrage, a carefully coded critique of imperialist logic and values, a philosophical abstraction, a direct product of Conrad's own experience and as an exposition of a certain type of psychology. Aaron Eastley notes that "the pitch and duration of historicist fervor that has surrounded Heart of Darkness is extraordinary". 1 This essay nonetheless places itself within the historicist critical tradition, building on foundations laid long ago by scholars including Norman Sherry and Ian Watt. In order to shed fresh light on Conrad's text and its sources, it is essential to precisely articulate the text's relationship to the discourse from which and into which it emerged. That relationship is at least as vexed as Marlow's relationship to the river he navigates in Heart of Darkness. Marlow recalls: I had to keep guessing at the channel, I had to discern, mostly by inspiration, the signs of hidden banks; I watched for sunken stones; I was learning to clap my teeth smartly before my heart flew out when I shaved by a fluke some infernally sly old snag that would have ripped the life out of the tinpot steamboat. 2 Like Marlow, Conrad ensured that his text navigated the snags, sunken stones and hidden banks. For Conrad, however, those took the form of existing texts and ideas about Africa that he sought variously to corroborate, to omit, to obscure, to efface and, on occasion, to rewrite. 2 The twin processes of effacement and rewriting are noteworthy, for Heart of Darkness can be read as a palimpsest. A palimpsest is a document written onto a previously used surface that has been scraped clean. The resulting artefact is a composite, with the new text overlaying the ineradicable traces of previous inscriptions. Heart of Darkness dramatises various acts of writing or representation that are later effaced and overwritten or rewritten; by doing so it continually gestures toward source material that I regret to see my own stupid finger pointing for ever to the spot on the map. After all, river and people have nothing true about them-in the vulgar sense-but the names. Any criticism that would look for real descriptions of places and events would be disastrous with that particle of the universe, which is nobody and nothing in the world but myself. 8 
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That commitment to the individuality of experience -to impressions over topicalityseems to head off attempts to identify the text's sources. Yet the structure and content of Heart of Darkness undermine Conrad's efforts to maintain a boundary between his fiction and its context. The undermining of that boundary is one source of the impulse to historicise that has been such a feature of the critical response to Heart of Darkness. 6 The narrative exploitation of a porous text-world boundary is apparent elsewhere in Conrad's writing, with his 1897 short story "Karain: A Memory" offering one of the clearest examples. In the opening paragraph, the narrator guides readers through the text of a newspaper article to the experience it partially communicates: Sunshine gleams between the lines of those short paragraphs -sunshine and the glitter of the sea. A strange name wakes up memories; the printed words scent the smoky atmosphere of today faintly, with the subtle and penetrating perfume as of land breezes breathing through the starlight of bygone nights. 9 (the newsprint) and then through that to a recalled experience. The interposition of the newsprint implies the reality and immediacy both of the narrator's words and of the experience legible between the lines of the text. In Heart of Darkness, the distinctive structure of stories told within stories has the same effect, apparently authorising readers to probe ever deeper in search of evidence of the world beyond the text -the glimmers of sunlight, the memories and the scent of the real. However, Heart of Darkness resists the pursuit of a single, original experience, instead leaving the reader amongst a web of traces of other texts and fragments of Conrad's experience which can only be disentangled with the greatest care. 8 Reading Heart of Darkness in this way demands an outright rejection of positions adopted by two of the most eminent critics of the work. The layers of narrative are not Conrad's attempt to "draw a cordon sanitaire between himself and the moral and psychological malaise of his narrator" as Chinua Achebe argues. 10 This is incompatible with the notion of Heart of Darkness as palimpsest and it is also difficult to reconcile with the presence of traces of Conrad's source material within the text. Those traces offer valuable evidence of the ways in which Heart of Darkness (and Conrad) emerged from and fitted into late-Victorian discourse and society. Reading the text as a palimpsest also dictates that one must also reject Edward Said's argument that "The circularity, the perfect closure of the whole thing is not only aesthetically, but also mentally unassailable". 11 On the contrary, close reading indicates that the text might productively be interpreted not as circular but as layered, with meaning conveyed in the acts of transmission by which stories are communicated and by the traces of other texts apparent within Heart of Darkness. Mikhail Bakhtin argues that novelistic discourse is characterised by "stylistic threedimensionality" and the realisation of a "multi-languaged consciousness", all the while existing in "the zone of maximal contact with the present […] in all its openendedness". 12 Reading the text as perfectly circular, or as sealed behind a cordon sanitaire, shuts down opportunities to understand the nature of the text's contact with either the present moment of writing or the present moment in which it is read. 9 An approach that carefully explores the multiple discourses at play within the text, highlighting the connections to discourses beyond the text, has the potential to provide a clearer understanding of the relationship between the text and the wider discourse within which it is situated. As Fredric Jameson points out in The Political Unconscious, we never really confront a text immediately, in all its freshness, as a thing in itself. Rather, texts come before us as the always-already-read; we apprehend them through sedimented layers of previous interpretations, or -if the text is brand-new -through the sedimented reading habits and categories developed by those inherited interpretive traditions. 13 10 Marlow's story in Heart of Darkness is but one of several layers of narrative within the text.
Those layers also extend beyond Conrad's text and have continued to accumulate since its publication. The text continually gestures outwards, beyond itself. This essay seeks to excavate those strata, revealing sources that are visible only in trace form on the surface of the text. 14 15 The fourth and final section identifies sources in the periodical press of the 1890s, and in Conrad's wider reading about imperialism.
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Conrad's Palimpsest 11 The second paragraph of Heart of Darkness begins with a meditation on connectedness and the indistinctness of boundaries: "The sea reach of the Thames stretched before us like the beginning of an interminable waterway. In the offing the sea and the sky were welded together without a joint". 16 This is a narrative in which there are no clear horizons and in which boundaries are not clearly demarcated -or if they appear solid it is only to highlight the observer's ignorance of what lies beyond. The framing narrative within which Marlow tells his tale on the deck of the Nellie takes place in a liminal zone neither ashore nor at sea, where the tide is between flood and ebb, where day turns to dusk, and land and sea merge "in vanishing flatness". 17 The narrative structure, with stories retold within stories, calls into question where the tale begins and ends, too. Is the anonymous narrator's introduction the beginning, or does the narrative move back towards its beginning when Marlow begins to speak? Is Kurtz's story actually the beginning? Does the narrative end with Marlow's failure to communicate Kurtz's last words to his intended, or does it end with the turn of the tide in the Thames? The trajectory of the narrative from origin to conclusion is called into question. The title, Heart of Darkness, implies a spatial logic, whereby the text should lead progressively towards a putative heart of darkness.
The narrative structure confounds that logic too, paralleling Brussels (Conrad's "sepulchral city") with the Congo Free State and also implicating London for good measure. Navigating the text is no easy matter, with those enmeshed stories distorting time and space and leaving an uncertain frontier between the text and the world from which (and into which) it emerged. 12 Episodes in the novella repeatedly underscore the significance of transmission and authority, depicting acts of writing and rewriting. When Marlow reflects on his youthful fascination with maps, both cartographic representation and geographic reality are transformed into palimpsest:
Now when I was a little chap I had a passion for maps. I would look for hours at South America, or Africa, or Australia, and lose myself in all the glories of exploration. At that time there were many blank spaces on the earth. 18 13 The seduction of the unwritten is lost, however; "The glamour's off", Marlow says. Marlow's imaginings have been effaced and the blank spaces overwritten by the cartographers and explorers of Europe:
It had got filled since my boyhood with rivers and lakes and names. It had ceased to be a place of delightful mystery -a white patch for a boy to dream gloriously over. It had become a place of darkness. 19 Marlow's critical attitude to the contributions of explorers is significant and hints at one of the snags that his narrative navigates its way around.
inscriptions. The idea of Africa as terra incognita available for imaginative engagement has been a source of major criticisms of Heart of Darkness. It also has a historical referent. From the inception of the Congo Free State in 1885, "vacant land" was legally considered the property of the state; from 1891 the Belgian King Leopold began to take swathes of the territory into his personal ownership, once again basing his claim on the legal notion of "terra nullius". 22 Conrad presents mapping as a form of palimpsest, providing a tantalising analogy to the history of the Congo basin in the process. 15 Further acts of effacement and reinscription are dramatised in Heart of Darkness. For example, when Marlow happens upon an annotated seamanship manual he seizes on it as a source of simple, workmanlike signification, offering rare clarity. The annotations on the text, however, undermine this apparent stability:
Such a book being there was wonderful enough; but still more astounding were the notes pencilled in the margin, and plainly referring to the text. I couldn't believe my eyes! They were in cipher! Yes, it looked like cipher. 23 The book ceases to signify as a sailor's manual and becomes "an extravagant mystery". 24 The mystery is revealed when Marlow discovers that the notes are not in code but in Russian. 25 In a move characteristic of Heart of Darkness, the original signification of the manual is effaced and, imbued with mystic value, it becomes something akin to a fetish. The anonymous narrator of Heart of Darkness forewarns readers that for Marlow, "the meaning of an episode was not inside like a kernel, but outside, enveloping the tale which brought it out only as a glow brings out a haze, in the likeness of one of those misty halos that, sometimes, are made visible by the spectral illumination of moonshine". 31 Meaning is ephemeral and evanescent, existing around and beyond rather than within language. This image of meaning as an exterior phenomenon could -should -be read as a clear sign that the text gestures beyond itself, with meaning located not within the text but outside it, generated by the relationship of the text to the discourse(s) within which it was formed and into which it was born.
Stanley's Dark Continent 20 Jasanoff argues that Heart of Darkness presents a vision of the . Clare Pettitt has suggested that the meeting between Stanley and Livingstone "was the first sensational news story to break simultaneously on both sides of the Atlantic". 36 Secondly, Stanley's narrative showed how truth could be constructed and manipulated: Livingstone was presented as an idealist selflessly promoting the welfare of the Africans amongst whom he travelled and working tirelessly to suppress the slave trade. Stanley records that "With every foot of new ground he travelled over he forged a chain of sympathy which should hereafter bind the Christian nations in bonds of love and charity to the Heathens of the African tropics". Elsewhere Livingstone is "the Apostle of Africa". 37 It is worth reflecting that as a missionary Livingstone was not a success: he made a single African convert, who later lapsed. Nor was his career as an explorer unblemished. An attempt to settle the Zambezi River was undone by Livingstone's miscalculations and mismanagement. 38 Stanley's account of his expedition to find Livingstone and his time with the explorer showed what a gulf there could be between representation and reality. Indeed, Stanley's account quickly passed into popular culture, with his greeting to Livingstone, "Dr Livingstone, I presume?" resurfacing in music hall pastiche, popular songs and advertising. 39 24 Through the Dark Continent (1878) also brought new features to the writing of African exploration. The title is significant, making darkness a headline feature. The textrunning to two volumes and around a thousand pages -was a multimedia production. It included maps, illustrations, portrait photographs and "a cornucopia of diagrams show [ing] everything from the lineages of African kings to the shapes of different canoe paddles". 40 towns and three or four score villages". 41 As Jasanoff summarises, "The book established an image of central Africa in Western minds as an area of "darkness," populated by savages and cannibals, "human beasts of prey," to be subdued by force". 42 25 The third and most significant source was Stanley 43 Like Through the Dark Continent, In Darkest Africa was heavily illustrated, including first-hand accounts, letters, telegrams, maps and more. The content ranged from sensational encounters to mundane details. Nevertheless, In Darkest Africa bears striking similarities to parts of Heart of Darkness. 26 As I have argued elsewhere, there are significant similarities between the texts. 44 Two examples will suffice to give a sense of these. In both texts the expected steamboats are found to be sunk in the river on the narrator's arrival. In Stanley's text we read that "the fool of a captain ran her on shore instead of waiting for a pilot". 45 In Conrad's we read:
They had started two days before in a sudden hurry up the river with the Manager on board, in charge of some volunteer skipper, and before they had been out three hours they tore the bottom out of her on stones and she sank near the south bank. 46 While Conrad is more discursive, the key details are the same. Conrad followed Stanley's route up river not long after the Emin Pasha Relief Expedition had passed through but it also suggests that Conrad may well have been aware of details from Stanley's text. Secondly, there are places where Conrad appears to consciously rewrite Stanley's text. With his expedition suffering severely from hunger, Stanley decries the reduced purchasing power of the brass rods carried as currency. He professes astonishment that only three ears of Indian corn were given on this day for a brass rod twentyeight inches in length, of the thickness of telegraph wire. At Bangala such a brass rod would have purchased five days' provisions per man in my days. 47 In Heart of Darkness, Marlow comments on the African crew's weekly salary of "three pieces of brass wire each about nine inches long". Pointing out that there was little for the crew to spend their wages on and few opportunities to leave the vessel, Marlow remarks "unless they swallowed the wire itself or made loops of it to snare the fishes with, I don't see what good their extravagant salary could be to them". 48 Conrad is plainly satirising the system that Stanley describes. It would have been possible to fill a whole paper with similar parallels; these have been treated in more detail elsewhere in my work and by other scholars. 49 To return to that notion of the novella as a palimpsest, it is plain that at some level, Heart of Darkness effaces and rewrites the earlier text, retaining traces of Stanley's discourse. Conrad Conrad's Reading 27 By the time Conrad began writing Heart of Darkness in 1898, an increasingly jingoistic strain of writing about empire was apparent both in the popular press and in the quality periodicals that formed an important part of Conrad's literary world in the 1890s. Conrad read the Saturday Review (Hochschild and others have plausibly suggested that a Saturday
Review article was the source for Kurtz's heads on stakes) and professed to be a regular reader of Blackwood's Magazine, calling it "the only monthly I care to read". 50 In Eastley's judgement, even The Times was "a repository of late-Victorian news and views of the Congo", with "a classic Orientalist outlook". He notes how well "Heart of Darkness meshes with that metanarrative". 51 However, Matthew Connolly has charted the ways in which Heart of Darkness "simultaneously subverted and reinforced the imperial ethos of Blackwood's in 1899". 52 Conrad's "An Outpost of Progress", published in Cosmopolis in July 1897, paints an unflattering picture both of colonial enterprise in central Africa and of imperial rhetoric. It also sparked a friendship with the radical writer R.B. Cunninghame Graham. Graham produced a number of essays, short stories and books critical of imperialism, including "Bloody Niggers" (Social Democrat, April 1897), "Bristol Fashion" ( Saturday Review, February 1898), "Higginson's Dream" (Saturday Review, October 1898) and "A Pakeha" (Westminster Review, January 1899). All these were mentioned in correspondence between the two men; all appeared shortly before or during the writing of Heart of Darkness. Conrad's writing emerged from this mixed discourse on imperialism. 28 In a Blackwood's article of January 1898 Daily Mail special correspondent George Warrington Steevens condemned the humanitarianism that "is throttling patriotism and common-sense and virility of individual character". 53 "If civilisation is a conspiracy for the preservation of puny life, lowering the physical standard of the race", he argues, "then civilisation may be no blessing, but a curse". 54 In the article he writes that "The naked principle of our rule is that our way is the way that shall be walked in, let it cost what pain it may". 55 This rhetoric is not so very far from Kurtz's 'Exterminate all the brutes', scrawled in the margin of his own article. Indeed, Heart of Darkness explicitly aligns Kurtz with this type of journalistic discourse: Kurtz was a journalist and his report on the 'Suppression of Savage Customs' is rejected by his company but accepted for publication by a journalist. Steevens, moreover, elucidates a problem that Conrad grapples with in Heart of Darkness:
Either we may go on, as now, conducting our Empire by force, and pretend that we do so by charity and meekness; or we may cease to conduct it by force, and try to do so by charity and meekness.In the first case we shall finally entrain hypocrisy as the dominant trait of our national character; in the second we shall very soon have no national character or national self-esteem or national existence to lose. 56 29 This is close to the truth that Kurtz has discovered in the Congo: a fatal gulf yawns between the rhetoric of imperial idealists and the brutal practicalities of colonial dominance. Steevens is commendably honest, even in his espousal of unpitying social Darwinism. Such rhetoric was no longer unusual enough to be remarkable by the late 1890s; an article on the Jubilee events of 1897 which argued that they marked the Seeking the Sources of Heart of Darkness: the African Narratives of late-Vict...
acceptance of imperialism as central to British identity appeared in the same issue of Cosmopolis as "An Outpost of Progress". 57 30 The anti-imperial writings of men like Graham bolstered Conrad's expression of a more critical view, however. Graham's essay "Bloody Niggers" offers bracing satire of latecentury attitudes to race that Conrad described as "very telling". 58 Of Graham's story "Bristol Fashion", Conrad enthused that "The […] business is excellently well put.
[…] The skipper of the barque is 'pris sur le vif'. I've known the type". 59 Interestingly, the story depicts the master of a trading vessel, Tom Bilson, selling three Africans "to a chief of one of them cannibal set-outs of niggers down Congo way" in retribution after they deserted his ship, echoing the plot of Conrad's "An Outpost of Progress" which had appeared some six months earlier. It seems clear that the two men and their work were in dialogue, Graham's attitudes helping to crystallise Conrad's ideas. Cedric Watts described the relationship between Conrad and Graham as "an exploding paradox", citing their apparently incompatible politics. 60 If Graham's anti-establishment and socialist sentiments were at odds with Conrad's own deeply-held views, the two men did share a distaste for the notion of a civilising mission and all that it concealed. It is reasonable to surmise that Graham, who wrote that Conrad "almost needed a Caesarian operation of the soul before he was delivered of his masterpieces", provided Conrad with the radical impulse required to publish his own critiques of imperialism. 61 31 Graham's work may well be a source for elements in Heart of Darkness. Graham's "Higginson's Dream", published just a couple of months before Conrad began Heart of Darkness, seems to have particular significance. Conrad read the story and commented on it in letters. 62 The story narrates Higginson's slow realisation that his work opening up a group of islands has been almost wholly destructive to the indigenous population among whom he grew up:
It needs nothing but the presence of the conquering white man, decked in his shoddy clothes, armed with his gas-pipe gun, his Bible in his hand […], his merchandise (that is, his whisky, gin and cotton cloths) securely stored in his corrugated iron-roofed sheds, and he himself active and persevering as a beaver or red ant, to bring about a sickness which, like the 'modorra', exterminated the people whom he came to benefit. 63 32 "Opening up" new territory to commerce and civilisation kills as surely as pestilence in the story. It is hard not to see in Graham's "conquering white man" a model for characters in Heart of Darkness. It is also tempting to link the business of extermination to Kurtz's annotation on his report on the Suppression of Savage Customs. More significantly, this also suggests another potential reading of key passages of Conrad's text. In this reading, the language of closure which has troubled readers -the "mysterious stillness" and the "implacable force brooding over an inscrutable intention" -has less to do with rendering Africa passive and more to do with the continent's resistance to those who would open it up. 64 The text thus resists the logic of enlightenment and modernity. 33 One further letter from Conrad to Graham offers a final tantalising clue to another potential source for the anti-imperial tone of Heart of Darkness. In December 1903, in the midst of writing Nostromo, Conrad wrote to Graham, recommending Roger Casement to him and enclosing letters from Casement. 65 66 British explorers, including Burton, Grant and Speke had achieved considerable renown as travellers and as writers on Africa; Conrad had certainly read Burton, to whose work he compared Graham's Mogreb-el-Acksa. 67 Mary Louise Pratt has identified Burton and the British explorers who sought the source of the Nile in the 1860s as the prime exponents of the "monarch-of all-I-survey scene" which served "to produce for the home audience the peak moments at which geographical 'discoveries' were 'won' for England". 68 In the context of this discourse based on the implicit assertion of ownership, the inscrutability of the forest Marlow describes in Heart of Darkness gains fresh meaning. Marlow's descriptions offer a set of scenes in which the white observer is disquieted because too much remains unseen or beyond his understanding. In Conrad's narrative the European traveller in Africa cannot be the monarch of all he surveys. 35 More texts merit discussion. Several works by the French-American Paul du Chaillu, including his Explorations and Adventures in Equatorial Africa (1861), were well-publicised and widely discussed in both francophone and anglophone worlds during Conrad's childhood and youth. The writings and journeys of Pierre Savorgnan de Brazza, Stanley's rival in the exploration of the Congo, were widely celebrated in France in the years after the Berlin conference. Those texts maintained the dominant vision "of a dark, uncivilized Africa". 69 70 Kingsley's approach is radically different to Conrad's, adopting an anthropological methodology. Kingsley explains her approach in her preface:
I have written only things I know from personal experience and very careful observation. I have never accepted an explanation of a native custom from one person alone, nor have I set down things as being prevalent from having seen a single instance. I have endeavoured to give you an honest account of the general Seeking the Sources of Heart of Darkness: the African Narratives of late-Vict...
state and manner of life in Lower Guinea and some description of the various types of country there. In reading the section you must make allowances for my love of this sort of country […] and for my ability to be more comfortable there than in England. 71 
